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Knife fights are never what they look like in the movies. They aren’t a match between two men

both lowered into crouches, each jabbing tentatively at the other.In an actual confrontation,

people get cut. There was no way to avoid it. A war of attrition predicated on trading shots.

Calculated real-time risk assessment.A maxim I learned many times over the years, bearing

more than a few scars to prove as much. One I was all too happy to embrace again now.For

the past year, Hawk Tate lived in a perpetual state of dread over when the phone might ring. A

call stemming from his actions just north of the border many months before, resulting in a

marker owed to a certain government agency. An organization that will not be refused, and

always comes to collect their debts.A message from an unknown sender arrives on his work

answering machine one Sunday morning. An individual with shared history needing help of a

vastly different nature, and Hawk can’t say no.Not to Lake Pawlak, someone he first met when

he was tasked with protecting her from an international cartel three years prior. Certainly not to

Savanah Vinson, Lake’s friend and neighbor, and the reason Lake comes to seek Hawk’s help.

Savanah, while fighting to provide for her and her young sister after the death of their parents,

went missing two nights prior with nothing but a fraudulent text message to explain her sudden

disappearance.Despite a litany of concerns, Hawk agrees to return to Los Angeles with his

friend, embarking on a hunt that plunges him into a world he barely knew existed. Full

immersion into social media influencing and launch parties. Southern California nightlife, online

message boards, and international politics.A growing web far surpassing anything he

understands, forcing him to rely on contacts and acquaintances new and old—including the

very people he fought to avoid for so long...      
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shadowdoes that much better.—PlutarchAll clever men are birds of prey.—

ProverbPrologueThe number of advantages he had on me were numerous. With most of his

physique on display beneath the slacks and black ribbed tank top he wore, it was clear he

outweighed me by the better part of fifty pounds. Striated muscle mass that clung to his

oversized bone structure, making the weapon in his massive grip look tiny by

comparison.Moving amidst the fog of the smoke grenades drifting through the formal dining

room, he towered over the high-backed chairs surrounding the table. A statuesque individual

with the crown of his head passing just a few inches beneath the crystalline bulbs of the

chandelier hanging down, putting him at least a handful of inches taller than my own six-foot-

three.An obvious edge in size that was enhanced by his being several years younger. A man

no older than thirty, still in the prime of youth.Physical leads made more pronounced by the fact

that he hadn’t been through nearly what I had the last couple of days. Despite his obvious role

as Chief Henchman to a boss lost to the smoky haze for the time being, it was unlikely that he

had missed a meal or even an hour of sleep over the course of the week.To say nothing of the

multiple skirmishes I’d been through and the marks they’d left behind. Injuries suffered, all in

the name of standing here. Squaring off with an opponent who even carried a damned knife

that dwarfed the hatchet and hawksbill blade clutched in my hands. A menacing piece of

stainless steel with a stag horn that was almost the size of a sword, the blade carving gashes

through the smoke as he swung it back and forth before him.Taken as a whole, it probably

didn’t look like much of a challenge. Every surface category was checked off in his favor,

imbuing him with a well-founded sense of confidence. An air of hubris that was etched into his

features, his lips twisted into a sneer that almost gleamed amidst the olive glow of his

features.Head and face shaved clean, a thick gold chain swung from his neck, matching the

oversized ring on his pinkie. A cultivated look that he probably thought heightened the

disparities between us.A cocksure manner that would be his undoing. A sense of self blinding



him to the fact that this wasn’t going to be like most fights he’d been in before.Knife fights are

never what they look like in the movies. They aren’t a match between two men both lowered

into crouches, each jabbing tentatively at the other. A choreographed dance ripped straight

from some music video featuring guys in leather jackets and earrings pretending to battle over

street supremacy.In an actual confrontation, people get cut. There was no way to avoid it. No

chance at deftly parrying one swipe after another, waiting for the precious opening before

sliding forward and making a fatal blow.A war of attrition predicated on trading shots.

Calculated real-time risk assessment, hoping that luck or skill or whatever else will make it so

that your strikes cause more damage than your opponent’s. A conscious trade-off, willing to

take a few wounds in the name of subduing whoever you’re squared off against.A maxim I

learned many times over the years, bearing more than a few scars to prove as much.One I was

all too happy to embrace again now, knowing that - more than anything else - was how I was

going to get by this overblown bastard.Leave him laying here now, just as I did his friends at

the prison house. And the bouncers behind Club Aura.Just like I would with his boss when I

was done with him.And whoever else I found between me and the reason for my being here –

in this room, in this residence, even in this damn city - tonight.Part OneChapter OneThe

ambient sounds of Santa Monica drifted up from the streets below. The familiar din of an urban

setting just starting to settle in for the night. That moment of transition away from the frenetic

pace of a long day under the southern California sun toward something approximating

peaceful.Or, as Lake Pawlak had come to discover in her decade spent in the City of Angels,

the closest thing that Los Angeles was ever capable of.Standing on the seventh-floor balcony

of the apartment complex she called home, her hip pressed to the glass-railing enclosing it,

she could pick out the errant sounds of air brakes on buses and engines accelerating. The low

bass throb of sound systems from passing vehicles. The occasional spike of television violence

from one of the open windows nearby.A host of different sounds all blended together,

discernible only when taking the time to pick them out.Otherwise, they were nothing more than

background fodder. A musical base, overlaid by the ongoing shutter click of the camera

clutched in her hands.“Good,” Lake muttered, her focus on the small screen on the front of the

Cannon gripped tight in her hands. The square that was nothing more than a couple of inches

on either side, the subject of tonight’s shoot framed in the center of it.The young woman in the

sparkling dress, the blinding glow of it surpassed only by the figure it was barely able to

conceal.A spectacle of fashion and physicality rarely seen, even for someone like Lake, who

was paid to take pictures of the world’s grandeur.“Now – and I know this just might kill you –

how about giving me a smile this time?” Lake said. Flicking her gaze up, she added a hint of a

grin.A look meant to relay that it was only a joke. The kind of thing shared between two people

who had started as neighbors before transitioning into work associates, and now, the better

part of a year later, friends.Drawing out the intended response, a smile creased Savanah

Vinson’s features. A flash of white teeth against tanned skin and dark hair hanging down in a

straight curtain, disappearing over her shoulder.A look Lake knew better than to let slide past,

snapping off photos as fast as the device in her hand could reset between images.A sneak

attack, eliciting a series of chuckles from Savanah’s sister Hannah seated nearby. Dropped into

a cushioned lawn chair, she looked up from the bowl of noodles in her lap, spots of broth

dotting the front of her t-shirt.A young girl who Lake had a feeling she would one day be

photographing as well, her obvious youth the only thing differentiating her from her older

sibling.“Yeah, Savi, at least act like you’re enjoying this,” Hannah chimed in. “Must be so rough

putting on a sparkly dress and getting paid lots of money to go to a club for the

night.”Accentuating her point, Hannah raised the back of her wrist to her brow. A mocking pose



she held for only a moment before her sister slid sideways across the balcony, extending her

foot almost parallel to the ground.A feigned kick landing just inches from Hannah’s shoulder,

the young girl swatting it away with the hand that was just raised to her brow.An interaction that

wasn’t far from many Lake had bore witness to since befriending the pair who lived just two

doors down from her. Girls who were more than a decade her junior, though still managed to

remind her of herself and her twin sister.The way they had been once upon a time,

anyway.“Where you headed tonight?” Lake asked, deleting the last image from her camera. A

shot that was blurred by Savanah – or as she preferred to be called, Savi – going after her

sister.“Club Aura,” Savi replied, retreating back to her spot along the rail. A corner posting on

the balcony lining Lake’s apartment, her spot on the end of the floor providing an ample view of

both city lights and the coast in the distance.An optimal backdrop for moments just like this,

when her young friend needed an impromptu place to snap off a few photos. A couple of

staged shots that would pop up on Instagram in the coming days, accompanied by some pithy

quote or phrase and a litany of associated hashtags.The sort of thing Lake would normally

never allow herself to become involved with, done only because of the personal connection she

had to the girls.And the true purpose she knew they served.“Me and a couple of girls have

been hired as quote-unquote eye candy for the night,” she added. Words accompanied by an

eyeroll intense enough to threaten detached retinas. “Some new product we’re supposed to

show up and help them sell.”Chapter TwoThe flashbulbs went off one time after another. A

dozen or more in order, enough that by the time they were finished, Elijah Matas was nearly

blinded. Nothing but bright pops of light reignited with each blink, dancing across his vision.A

veil through which the world was visible only in glimpses. A haze he attempted to peer through,

keeping the plastic smile affixed to his features as he waited for it to pass.One of many

annoyances he had long since learned to endure. Requisite parts of the job, as common as the

monthly dinners he was expected to host or the pithy comments he had to offer each time

some new skirmish kicked up back home.An occurrence that seemed to be arriving with

increasing frequency these days. That very thing being no small part of why he was standing in

front of the bank of assorted press.A rising state of upheaval promising to present a very

specific set of circumstances. Things he had been benefiting from financially for quite some

time, always with the promise of becoming more in the future.A date he had thought was

always looming well off in the distance, just brought much closer.A bombshell dropped on him

in a passing comment right before the flashbulbs started going off. One more part of the daze

that now threatened to consume him, occupying his thoughts, even as he was expected to

somehow find his voice and make the requisite speech in just a few short moments.Frozen in

place, the faux grin on his features, Elijah waited with his body turned almost perpendicular to

the throng of people standing before him. Both hands extended, his right grasped the grip of

Mikel Karofsky beside him. A man Elijah had known going back decades, since they were both

officers in the Lithuanian army and, before that, young students at university.Someone who

had chosen to go into the private sector upon completion of their military duty, as opposed to

Elijah’s public service.Paths that had put them on parallel tracks for much of the time since,

both ascending, though only occasionally crossing into contact with one another

professionally.Or so the accompanying human interest stories to come out of today’s photo op

would read, the truth a product of engineering stretching back nearly all the way to the day the

two men first met. A personal recognition of their own respective shortcomings. Gaps that each

possessed, perfectly filled by the other.A team that never once looked that way from the

outside.A multi-decade arrangement finally promising to fulfill what had been discussed so

many times before, the words Karofsky whispered into his ear just before taking the stage



playing on a loop through Elijah’s head. A proclamation he had envisioned too many times to

count over the years, finally coming to pass.Left hand tucked behind Karofsky’s back, Elijah

stood and ticked off the last few flickers of camera flashes before them. A total that landed just

shy of a dozen before mercifully ending, allowing the men to release their handshake.A pose

that would no doubt have to be repeated once things were concluded, but for the moment had

been brought to a halt. A ceasefire calling for the media to retreat back into the chairs arranged

in the front foyer of the official residence of the Lithuanian consulate. A formal space far

removed from the staid office space downtown, adorned with gilded artwork and ornate

furniture.An unnecessary excuse for inviting the masses into his home that most of the time

Elijah loathed, though he did have to admit it provided for a nice backdrop on occasions such

as this.Moments when the press was asked to bear witness to whatever morsel he felt like

handing out, there to permanently document a carefully crafted narrative.One that now he

could barely recall, his entire focus on what had just been shared. Something longed for for so

long that he now could hardly hold another thought, his core rippling with sensation.A

psychosomatic response he had to force himself not to openly display.“Good evening,” Elijah

said, standing on the raised platform at the head of the assemblage. Bypassing any sort of

official podium, he merely held his hands before him, his fingertips tented across his

midsection.A torso that was just starting to jut outward, tonight held in check by the buttons of

his newest Armani suit. Something made easier by his recent transition from two-button to

three, all bought and paid for by the fine people of Lithuania nearly six thousand miles away.A

means of maintaining his personal appearance that was far easier than the surgical hair

transplants he’d undergone. The trips to the salon every couple of weeks for a fresh dose of

color to his graying locks. The monthly injections of fillers and neurotoxins to help smooth away

the lines and wrinkles imparted through the genetics of his middle-class parents, both laborers

back in the old country.A self-care regiment meant to obfuscate the fact that he was fast

approaching sixty. An exterior already carefully maintained for the cameras that was about to

again be stepped up in a big way.“And thank you all for being here,” Elijah continued. “I know

on a Friday night in Los Angeles, there are probably a thousand other things you’d all rather be

doing.”Pausing for a moment, he waited for the expected amount of laughter to rise and fall.

The audience playing their part, the response as scripted as the words he was uttering.Two

sides in a performance, both acting and reacting as they were supposed to. Political theater,

taking up a chunk of Elijah’s time that had grown exponentially over the years.A dedication to

the process that promised to soon prove worth it.“Tonight, it is my great pleasure to welcome

Mr. Mikel Karofsky. A man I have known going back to our youth. Someone I have had the

privilege of calling a classmate, a brother in arms, a friend.“And tonight, I have the distinct

honor of introducing him to all of you as an industrial titan in our home country, the latest in our

ongoing efforts to foster partnership between businesses in Lithuania and here in the United

States.”Chapter ThreeThe forklifts moved in a coordinated sequence, hinting at how often the

pair of drivers at their wheels had done this very thing. A choreography that allowed each of

them to use the lone narrow gangplank from the concrete of the dock to the shipping barge

sidled up alongside it without ever once slowing. Nary a tap on the breaks as the two machines

moved back and forth, preparing the night’s cargo for the long trip ahead.A sequence Tomas

Matas had watched play out no less than a hundred times. Once a week – if not more – going

back the better part of two years.One that provided none of the joy for him that it had in the

beginning, back when it all seemed new and exciting. Exhilaration both for the cargo and for

himself, the combination far outweighing the fact that the task was essentially foisted upon

him.An ask that was anything but from his father, one of only two sitting diplomats in the United



States from Lithuania. The sole person west of Washington, D.C. representing their native

country.A fact that the man managed to bring up with surprising frequency, further imbuing the

god complex Tomas had been forced to endure for much of his life.Standing along the edge of

the concrete pier, Tomas could smell the brine of the ocean just a few feet away. Dirty water

lapping against the manmade structure, the two combining to forge a scent that Tomas was

long past noticing. Same for the soft kiss of cool air rising from it, a nice reprieve from the

lingering heat of southern California now that the last bit of sun was well beneath the western

horizon beside them.“How many tonight?” Tomas asked. A question posed without glancing

over, knowing that the person it was directed toward was standing just a few feet away.A

presence that was impossible to ignore, Jurgis Andris possessing the kind of dimensions not

often encountered.In their line of work, or any other.Grunting softly as an initial reply, Jurgis

waited as the pair of forklifts darted past again. Motorized vehicles moving in opposite

directions, one loaded with an elongated box balanced across the metal tines extended before

it, the other with bare protrusions leading the way.Another change of position, the combined

whine of their engines reaching a crescendo before falling away as they headed in opposite

directions.“Tonight isn’t too bad,” Jurgis replied in his trademark tone. A sound rolling up from

deep in his diaphragm, making it sound like he was perpetually grumbling.A voice perfectly

paired with his appearance, his height measuring a full six inches taller than Tomas’s six feet,

his weight easily outpacing him by more than a hundred pounds. A man who made a habit of

rising with the sun each morning regardless of the previous night’s endeavors to clang around

in the basement gym of the house they shared.A man who Tomas’s late mother had once

referred to as a bundle of marbles stuffed into a tan sock.A description Tomas could not readily

disagree with, right down to the fact that the first thing Jurgis did after each of those workouts

was shave his face and head clean.An overall appearance perfectly suited for what Tomas

wanted from the man. A friend providing the added benefit of extra muscle.Enhanced

protection for Tomas, first from law enforcement courtesy of his father’s diplomatic status, and

from everybody else by virtue of the man beside him.“Thirty cases. Not much longer.”Grunting

softly, Tomas accepted the information. An average run in what had become an ongoing

progression of increased order sizes.A fact he was not in the least concerned with tonight,

instead trying to run back in his mind how many times the two machines had already sped

past. An attempt at calculating the number of times he’d heard the incessant squeal of their

engines and the resulting whiffs of fumes they’d created.A number he gave up on trying to

approximate after only a few moments, settling on it being somewhere in the mid-teens.A

figure meaning they likely had but ten more minutes to endure before moving on. Time that he

had long conceded was nothing than a necessary evil. An investment in his future, his

presence and visibility adding to his growing reputation. Heightened recognition that would only

aid him as he planned to venture out in the near future.A budding empire that was started by

his father’s heavy-handed nature, but would be taken to a higher level by Tomas’s

foresight.Impending plans that were already in a pilot phase, expected to grow tremendously in

good time. The sort of thing he intended to put more effort into as soon as later tonight.An

opportunity of a much different, more time sensitive, nature.“You talk to Benny?” Tomas

asked.“No,” Jurgis replied, a crease appearing between his brows as he turned to regard

Tomas. “Has there been a problem?”For all of the man’s many benefits, his deference to work

matters at all times was one of but two enormous detractions. A mindset Tomas was forced to

perpetually navigate, often having to clarify himself or get his large cohort to see past.A chore

that was growing as tiresome as these bi-weekly visits to the docks.“Not about that,” Tomas

said, careful to leave his answer appropriately vague. “It’s Friday night. Vinnie said they were



heading over early to make sure everything was ready.”Whatever concern might have flickered

across the large man’s chiseled features a moment before faded. Rotating at the waist, he

turned back to the scene before them, watching as the fork trucks appeared on either end of

their loop.Another load deposited on one side.Another foisted into position, ready to be

delivered onto the vessel matching it at the far end.One more on the tally, bringing the end of

their time on the pier preciously closer.“Vincentas texted a few minutes ago,” Jurgis said,

insisting on using the given names of their friends. The proper monikers they were saddled with

by their Lithuanian parents, long since cast aside by most everyone here in their adopted

home.An adherence to formality that was easily the second largest annoyance Tomas was

forced to endure.“They’re just waiting for us to arrive.”Chapter Four“Ihope you have fun tonight,”

the Uber driver who had mentioned his name was Scott no less than three times said as they

pulled to the curb. “I’ve never been, but I’ve heard good things. And from the looks of it, they

were all true.”The better part of a block away from their intended destination, there was no

point in attempting to get any closer. Given the crowd of people spilling from the gleaming neon

edifice of Club Aura ahead of them, every inch closer would be at the expense of at least a

couple of extra minutes.A trade Savi Vinson was in no mood for, Scott’s constant glances to

the rearview mirror growing increasingly obvious as the drive wore on.Same for the clearly

staged phone call he had accepted halfway through, going through the paces of prattling on

about some new hot stock prospect that had just become available. A rumored shipping

merger that whoever was on the other end seemed to think could be a real opportunity, saved

from their foolishness by Scott swooping in to set them straight.A display that would have been

far from the most egregious Savi had witnessed, if not for the fact that she was paying for the

misery of having to sit through it.“I hope so,” Savi managed, the best she could muster in the

form of polite conversation. A means of both replying to his comment and stemming anything

further, allowing her to extricate herself as quickly as possible.The first of many interactions

she was sure to abhor throughout the evening ahead. Awkward small talk or drunken advances

or whatever else might await.Scott, for all his shortcomings, at least having the upside of not

being threatening in the least, Savi easily outweighing the nebbish guy with red hair and wire-

rimmed glasses by a dozen pounds or more.“Thanks a lot,” Savi said, cracking open the rear

door.“Oh,” Scott replied, twisting in the front seat to glance back at her exiting. “You don’t want

me to-”“That’s okay,” Savi replied, already beginning to climb out. “It’s awfully busy.”“Oh,” he

repeated, his voice falling away as she departed. “Five stars, please!”Offering nothing more

than a flutter of her fingers in farewell, Savi stepped up onto the sidewalk. An instant transition

from the girl on the elevator in her building - or even climbing into the Uber - in the garish

cocktail dress to just another face in the crowd.Hair and makeup and attire that blended

perfectly with the assembled mass already clamoring to get inside, far from the most extreme

present.A fact that never failed to register with Savi, tonight even more outlandish given that it

was Friday, the busiest and craziest of the weekly calendar.Balanced on a pair of stilettos that

were the tallest she trusted herself to successfully navigate, Savi kept to the edge of the

sidewalk. Nothing more than a couple of inches separating her from the curb, affording the

most possible space between herself and the line snaking away from the main entrance into

the club.A queue of people standing two and three across, well over a hundred people waiting

to get inside. A number that was likely to swell to two or three times as many before the end of

the night.An eventuality Savi was already dreading, glad to trade places with any one of them if

they would simply offer to match the fee she was being paid for being here. A sum that alone

would put a nice dent in next semester’s tuition.All of this nothing more than a means to an

end.A constant sprint, never anything resembling a finish line, only checkpoint markers, each



one buying her a bit more time.One hand clinging to the clutch looped over her left shoulder,

Savi scanned the sidewalk as she moved forward. Alternating glances between the uneven

concrete and the crowd around her. Quick loops to ensure her path was clear before raising

her focus.An ongoing search that ended with her attention landing on a striking young black

woman in a maroon sheath dress, her usually curly hair straightened so it hung almost to her

waist. Pretending to be oblivious to the open stares being aimed her way, she stood on the far

side of the walkway leading into Club Aura, her phone in hand.A hand balanced on her hip, she

gazed down at the device.A look that was meant to relay she was too busy for whoever might

work up the courage to venture closer. A defense mechanism she had explained to Savi the

first time they had worked one of these together.A pose she maintained, not bothering to look

up until Savi was close enough to call out, “Jazz!”Despite being no more than a few feet away,

still Savi was forced to almost yell to be heard. A combination of the thickening throng of

people pushing their way toward the main entrance and the low bumping of music just started

to pass through the front doors.Two things that both only promised to get worse as the night

wore on. More aspects Savi was not in the least looking forward to, again having to remind

herself what this was all about.The real driving force is her being here, having nothing to do

with any sort of interest in a future as an Instagram influencer, or model, or actress, or any of

the other things that seemed to bring young women to L.A. in droves.“Hey there,” Jazmine

Holland said, her features opening into a broad grin. Bright white teeth framed by lipstick

matching her dress and heels.Extending a wrist wrapped in a diamond tennis bracelet, she

swung it around Savi’s neck, pulling her close. A quick embrace engulfing Savi in Chanel

perfume before mercifully releasing, allowing her to retreat back to fresh air.“Hey,” Savi replied.

“Are we the first ones here?”“We are,” Jazmine replied. “Though I guess it’s only us and Brenda

tonight. Noah texted a little while ago and said the other two bailed.”Again, Savi’s gaze cut to

the line of people beside them. A crowd that looked to be evenly split between male and female

up front, growing predominately heavier with men the farther back it went.A poor omen for the

night ahead, especially if they were going to be shorthanded.“Great.”Chapter FiveThe image of

the man walking toward them resembled a scene from a movie. Some overblown action picture

that was financed a couple of miles to the north and shot wherever would offer the greatest tax

breaks.Framed by a plume of steam extended from the side of the barge moored nearby and

backlit by the spotlight of the overhead security lights, the man was nothing more than a

silhouette.An approaching figure who gave Tomas Matas pause as he stood facing out toward

the water, his cellphone pressed to his cheek.A change in position that caused Jurgis Andris to

tighten the gap between them, the man’s oversized arm and shoulder ebbing into Tomas’s

view, obscuring part of whoever was approaching. His hand reached instinctively for the bone

handle of the stag horn knife perpetually hanging from his belt.A protective posture Tomas

neither asked for nor needed, knowing that nobody at the docks would be foolish enough to

make a move on him. Not with his last name and the amount of business he was responsible

for.Damned sure not given the cargo that comprised the vast majority of that business.An

unnecessary bit of posturing by Jurgis that normally Tomas wouldn’t mind, though tonight

found to be almost as annoying as the sound of his father’s voice prattling on over the phone

pressed to his ear.Almost.“Tomas? Tomas?” the elder Matas snapped. Two simple words

delivered in the man’s trademark fashion, as if Tomas was one of his staff. People at the

consulate or in the official mansion he called home, their every purpose in life to abide by his

whims.Or even worse, as if Tomas was still a young child. Some little boy roaming the streets

of Vilnius, needing a strong hand to keep him safe.A tone that caused Tomas’s molars to come

together, his grip tightening on the phone in his hand.“What?” Tomas fired back, abandoning all



thought of whoever was approaching for the time being.A tertiary matter he would deal with

soon enough.“Answer me, dammit,” his father spat. “Did you hear me about dinner on

Sunday?”“Yes,” Tomas replied. “I heard you. Six o’clock, at the palace, your majesty.”Just as

occurred every time someone so much as dare speak back to Elijah Matas, the man huffed a

few times in order. His standard progression, Tomas already able to envision the man passing

through several shades of red. A light tinge of blush that would soon have his entire face

glowing crimson.A visual that would almost be funny, if not for the fact that the frequency with

which it arrived was fast growing tiresome.“I have to go,” Tomas said.“Six o’clock. Don’t be

late.”Knowing better than to reply, both for what retort he might fling back and for his father’s

insistence on always having the final word, Tomas pretended not to hear the last lines. Words

that he let fall away as he pulled the phone from his face, turning his attention toward the man

striding their way.“Asshole,” he muttered, stepping up alongside Jurgis, his friend offering

nothing more than a grunt in reply. A non-verbal answer, his attention fixed straight ahead on

the figure continuing to come closer.A man who didn’t become completely visible until he was

beyond the swirling ethereal cloud of steam and out from beneath the blinding glare of the

overhead lights.Someone they both knew and had worked with for months now, recognizable

by the bald head and thick auburn beard distended from his chin.“Tomas, Jurgis,” Liam

O’Malley said, nodding to each of them in order. Clipboard held in both hands, he glanced

between them, his weight shifting from one foot to the other as he came to a stop just a few

feet away.His standard pose whenever addressing them, nervous energy and unbridled

friendliness both seeming to emanate from the man.Two reasons why Tomas had always liked

him, even if they both paled in comparison to the biggest factor O’Malley had in his favor.That

being that he never wasted a word or movement that wasn’t absolutely necessary. An

adherence to the job that omitted even the time to stop and shake hands, the men all well

acquainted, there being no point in slowing things down by pained small talk.“The guys just

loaded the last one. That’s thirty boxes, in total. Everything moved from the truck that arrived

this morning and loaded onto a container bound for Klaipeda.”Glancing down to the paper

affixed to the top of the clipboard, he added, “Set to arrive in exactly one week.”His information

dispensed, he snapped his attention upward. A single quick movement, again glancing to

Jurgis before landing on Tomas.“That right by you?”“That’s right,” Tomas replied, extending a

hand before him. A move to accept the clipboard he knew was about to be handed over for his

signature, the final part of a sequence that had occurred too many times to count.Their own

version of the two forklifts flying by one another, moving through pure muscle memory. An

interaction that was occurring with increased frequency, matching the growing sizes of the

shipments.An escalation pattern with no signs of stopping.“Anything else to be added this trip?”

O’Malley asked.Another of the man’s many positive traits. An adherence to discretion, not

wasting the words for specifying exactly what he was referring to.Cargo of a much different

nature.The other business venture Tomas was developing, this one having nothing to do with

his father.“Not this time,” Jurgis replied.“Next one, for sure,” Tomas added, snatching the offered

paperwork and scribbling his name down with only a quick glance. A check to make sure all the

lines were filled in, not bothering to even check the numbers or addresses provided, in no

mood for such mundanity.A combination of the sourness of having to interact with his father

and the anticipation of getting away from the docks.The pull of an impending engagement

waiting for them across town.“Thanks much,” O’Malley replied, taking back the offered

clipboard. “Appreciate it.”Just as he had in arriving, the man turned and marched directly back

through the steam and lights of the dock. An exit marked by not another word, off to whatever

he needed to be doing next.A sentiment Tomas could more than agree with, clasping Jurgis on



the arm and saying, “Come on. Let’s get the hell out of here. Go find Benny and

Vinnie.”Chapter SixBarely an hour in, and already Savi Vinson could feel the headache coming

on. Not the simple kind stemming from a nauseating odor or too little hydration or a lack of

sleep the night before. The ones able to be massaged away by a handful of Tylenol and a nap,

passing a short time later as if nothing happened.Arising from much deeper within her brain, all

the early hallmarks of a migraine were there. The growing tension that felt like steel cables

drawn taut within her skull. Connectors on either side being pulled together, threatening to

crush her second most important organ by the end of the night.Sensory overload manifesting

in what promised to be head-splitting agony. An outcome she’d been able to successfully avoid

on the last several such outings, the combination of Club Aura and tonight’s duties too much for

her to overcome.Especially considering that she was hardly starting on the level, the past week

of late nights and early mornings in anticipation of midterms beginning to wear on her.Tucked

into the corner of the massive bar lining the entire eastern end of the club, Savi stood with her

back to the main dance floor. A shoulder pressed against the glass wall beside her, she held

both hands up to her face, one used to cover her left ear while the other pressed her phone to

her cheek.The closest she could manage to some bit of privacy inside the place, despite it still

being far from capacity.A state she dreaded to even imagine, knowing it was likely no more

than an hour or two more before she’d be forced to push her way through the assembled

mob.“Hey, how’s it going there?” Hannah called out over the line. A tone and cadence Savi

knew meant her younger sister was yelling, though still she could barely hear her over the

thumping boom of the music’s bass.The current leading culprit for the burgeoning migraine

settling in behind her eyes.“It’s going,” Savi replied, flicking her gaze to the wall beside her. A

floor-to-ceiling mirror meant to make the place look twice its actual size and to allow drunken

revelers to fawn over themselves from anywhere on the premises.A design that, for the

moment, also served a useful purpose, allowing her to watch for anybody approaching.A list

that included the slurring frat boys who were previously talking to her as well as Noah Bixby,

the man who had hired her and Jazz and Brenda for the night.The term man being quite

generous, the guy still in his late twenties, a scion of old wealth in Bel-Air. Family money that

he had convinced somebody to part with, allowing him to put together this little venture into the

world of distilled spirits.Tonight’s event was meant to serve as one of several launch parties for

some form of gin that Savi had managed all of a sip of, barely able to keep from spitting it out.

A cross between what she would imagine turpentine and rubbing alcohol to taste like, better

suited for stripping varnish from a tabletop than for actual consumption.A stance Jazz seemed

to be in total agreement with, though apparently not the roving clusters of college students who

kept stopping by their spread, eager for anything they could grab up for free.“Sounds...”

Hannah began, pausing a moment to choose the right word, before finishing, “intense.”Unable

to keep herself from laughing, a single yelp slid from Savi’s lips. A sound that drew over a

couple of stares, faces flashing in the reflection of the wall, their gaze lingering a moment

before turning back to whatever they were doing.Tasks that, for most, appeared to be a mad

dash toward inebriation.“Yeah,” Savi replied, “that’s one word for it.”“Please tell me you

remembered to bring your migraine meds,” Hannah shot back.“Yes-” Savi answered, stopping

herself just short of adding the word mother to it. An old joke that the two had once shared,

tossing it back and forth whenever one tried to hover over the other.A back-and-forth that at

one point had never failed to generate a chuckle, cast aside a year before upon the passing of

their actual mother. And their father.The reason why they now called the apartment home and

Savi was here, trying to make ends meet.“About to take some now,” Savi said. “And then I need

to get back out there, I just called to make sure everything was okay and to say goodnight.”Yet



another cue for the same joke she just consciously sidestepped, this time Hannah’s turn to do

the same.An opening she acknowledged with a pregnant pause before saying, “Don’t forget, I

have practice at seven tomorrow, and it’s our turn to drive.”Folds of skin formed around Savi’s

eyes. An involuntary wince, triggered by the fact that she had completely forgotten it was her

turn to drive Hannah and a couple of her teammates to soccer practice. A club team that

worked out all over the greater Los Angeles area, tomorrow’s session planned for Long

Beach.A trek that was at least twenty minutes from their apartment, making any rest Savi

planned to get later that much shorter.“Got it,” Savi replied, the words barely fading as Bixby

appeared in the mirror beside her. Shouldering his way through the growing crowd, he swung

his gaze in either direction, his white-blonde hair readily visible as he searched for something.It

not taking more than a moment for Savi to know exactly what.“Okay, gotta go,” she whispered,

lowering herself into a crouch. A diminished stature to take herself out of direct eyeline as she

added, “Love you.”“Love you,” Hannah repeated back, the words barely out before Savi ended

the call.Remaining bent at the knee, she strode along the length of the bar, using the incoming

flow of thirsty patrons to shield her escape.Chapter SevenThe excess of just an hour before

was already gone. The team of media members spanning multiple oceans had dispersed, off to

meet their evening deadline or in search of their next story or to do whatever the hell else such

vultures do to fill their time.Endless hours of sitting around, waiting for people like Elijah Matas

to do something worth writing about.A group that always managed to spike his ire, the disdain

he felt heightened by the conversation just a few minutes earlier with his son. A discussion that

should have been short and to the point, made that much worse by the young man’s growing

insolence.A character trait that was always present to some degree, growing exponentially in

the time since his mother’s passing and their relocation to Los Angeles.Which part having had

the bigger hand in the transition, Elijah was well past trying to speculate.His suit jacket cast

aside, Elijah rested in the overstuffed leather chair behind the palatial mahogany desk in his

private home office. His tie loosened and his shirt sleeves rolled to the elbow, he held a

Krupnikas in hand.A sweet drink made from mixing vodka and honey, one of the few things

from his homeland that he had held onto after making the trip across the Atlantic. A nod to the

fact that his native country was not annually named the heaviest drinkers in the world without

knowing what they were doing.Spirits that tonight were meant to be somewhat celebratory in

nature, despite the best efforts of many of those around him. Forces that had combined to

eliminate whatever small bit of euphoria or shock he might have held earlier, replacing them

with a bitter taste.People all who were too consumed with their own agendas to allow him the

moment of recognition he deserved.Reclined in his seat, Elijah stared across his desk at the

one person who wasn’t directly responsible for his current mood. His old friend, who had

arrived with the good news earlier.A message he was sent to deliver in person, cloaking the

missive in some nonsense about business dealings that had precipitated the earlier

display.Perfunctory measures Elijah could have done without, though understood their

necessity.Knowing the man for nearly four decades, it appeared Karofsky had accepted the

passing of time with considerably less grace than Elijah liked to believe he had. A conscious

eschewing of the extra money and resources his chosen field provided, given that there was no

need, his role hiding him away from the public eye.A luxury Elijah had never been permitted,

serving as one of a handful of faces of the country to the outside world.“How often do you have

to go through shit like that?” Karofsky asked.Though exactly the same age as Elijah, the man

looked to be the better part of a decade or more older. Accelerated aging highlighted by the

loss of most of his hair, sunspots dappling his exposed scalp. What few tufts did remain were

snow white in color, hanging in loose curls around his ears and the nape of his neck.Heavier



than Elijah by forty pounds or more, most of it was concentrated around his midsection, his tie

and the open flaps of his suit coat both hanging down on either side of the protrusion.An

overall look that reminded Elijah of an image of a beached whale he had seen on the news

recently, washed ashore on the nearby Santa Monica State Beach.His own drink in hand, it

was down to just the last dregs, matching the two before it.Consumption that already had his

eyes rimmed red as he stared across the desk at Elijah.“Far too often,” Elijah replied. “Usually,

for people a lot less important than you.”“Pft,” Karofsky spat in reply. “As far as these people are

concerned, I am a nobody. Some nameless, faceless foreigner. A few dollars from working in

the oil fields, but nothing like the kind of money that changes hands around here daily.”“True,”

Elijah conceded, “but they think that only because they’re foolish enough to believe the story

we fed them a little bit ago.”Allowing one corner of his mouth to curl upward, Elijah waited as

the comment landed. A visible sequence that saw Karofsky process the words one at a time,

ending with his own wan smile forming.The better part of a minute spent, ending with him

glancing upward. A gaze landing on the crown molding encircling the top of the office, made

from wood stained dark brown to match the floors.One of the first additions Elijah had insisted

on upon taking over the post years before, using it as camouflage for the fiber optics he had

imbedded there. Cameras and microphones catching every word and action inside the space,

controllable from a small remote hidden in the top drawer of his desk.A measure that was his

guarantee of a long and affluent life, should things ever come to that.Tonight’s meeting being

no exception.“We’re good,” Elijah assured his friend, not a hint of his deceit present on his

features. Years of practice doing that very thing on the public stage, made easier by the alcohol

his old friend had already imbibed. “Just the two of us here tonight.”Lowering his focus back to

stare straight ahead, Karofsky remained silent for several moments. Fleeting instances as he

visibly seemed to debate something, lifting his drink from his lap and swirling the amber liquid

inside.A gesture that ended at the same time as whatever internal debate he was waging,

ceasing not with him finishing the glass, but dropping it back into place in his lap.“I’m sure

you’ve noticed the growing size and frequency of the shipments,” he eventually said. An

opening statement that would not quite pass courtroom muster should anybody ever listen to

the playback, though Elijah would hardly need it to.Just enough for somebody to make sense

of what was being shared.Even before the context that was inevitably about to be added.“I

have,” Elijah replied, omitting that he was aware – if for no other reason – because his son was

often complaining about the number of trips he was required to make down to the docks.As if

standing and overseeing the loading of a few shipments, signing off when things were

complete, was such an onerous task in exchange for the life and protection he’d been

gifted.“Just as I’m sure you’ve also noticed the growing unrest back home,” said Karofsky.

“Riots, demonstrations, whatever they want to call them. Open protest against the sitting

government that has already been far from peaceful.”Again, the man pulled up short of saying

too much. Ingrained habit, his own path having instituted the skill of self-preservation.Not that

Elijah needed him to say more, the underlying implication quite clear. Growing hostility in

Lithuania was rising in direct correlation with the shipments of firepower Elijah was helping to

oversee from afar.Weaponry bought from the rampant black market around Los Angeles and

sent back at a premium price.A venture that had turned into a pipeline. One he formed only

with the intention of amassing wealth, though now an alternate pathway had emerged.One far

surpassing anything he could have initially imagined.“The people,” Karosky said, before

backtracking just slightly to start anew. “The young people, are looking for something new. A

regime to lead them away from the old Soviet influence and more toward the modern

west.”Once more, he lifted his glass, swirling the contents within. A gesture that looked to be



something akin to a nervous habit, done without active thought.“Calls that have grown more

vocal,” he continued. “Which, naturally, has gotten people talking. About you.”Just as it had the

first time he heard mention of such a thing a couple of hours earlier, Elijah felt a ripple rise

through his core. An internal feeling strong enough to make his previous disdain fade, even as

his face gave away nothing.“Me.”“You,” Karofsky replied, matching Elijah’s gaze before lifting

his hand and glancing around the office. “I mean, who better to install a more westernized way

of thinking than the man who has been living in the epicenter of it for the last several

years?”Chapter EightDespite his mother’s best efforts, Tomas Matas had never been one for

church. Every Sunday for the first decade of his life, he’d been forced to wake early and put on

whatever dowdy outfit she laid out for him. Rising long before he would have preferred, he’d

gone and sat next to her on the oppressively rigid wooden pews, staring up at the old man in

robes standing behind the pulpit.A weekly rite of sacrificing one of two precious chances to

sleep in.Something he absolutely despised, having stopped attending regularly when he

reached middle school, his last trip altogether being to attend her funeral.Yet another thing

buried thousands of miles and many years behind, only now rising to mind at the sight before

him. A visual conjuring back one of the few stories he could remember with any clarity, the

sight of the crowd parting a modern-day version of Moses and the Red Sea.A thought that

Tomas could not help but allow to bring a smile to his face as he and Jurgis stepped out onto

the curb in front of Club Aura. One of a handful of locales that were in regular rotation, chosen

tonight at Benny’s insistence.The Americanized version of their friend’s name, no matter how

many times Jurgis insisted on calling him Benas.Same for Vincentas, Tomas and every other

person in California knowing him only as Vinnie.Where the night’s debauchery took them,

Tomas didn’t care in the least. If he was the brains and Jurgis the muscle of their crew, the role

of social director was left to Benny.A task the man took most seriously, insisting on Club Aura

tonight because there was said to be a couple of launch parties going on. The promise of free

alcohol and plenty of drunken ladies, Tomas’s interest waning there.More of the ongoing

bluster his friend was always flinging about, Tomas far more concerned with moments like this

than whatever new product might be waiting inside. Instances when people saw him for what

he was, and not merely as the son of Diplomat Elijah Matas.A person of means, making his

own way forward.A future force on the Los Angeles scene, it being in their best interests to

align with him now, on his way up.There was no red carpet lining the sidewalk out in front of the

place, though that did nothing to minimize the effect. The clear delineation between haves and

have-nots, Tomas and Jurgis falling in beside one another, striding past the line already

stretched well down the block.A mass of assorted rabble ranging from kids wearing the latest

trends to women well past their prime forcing themselves into outfits that didn’t fit.Sights that

simultaneously sickened and amused Tomas.Yet another reminder of who he was and what

they could never be.His gaze fixed straight ahead, Tomas pretended not to hear the comments

being lobbed their way as they passed. The entreaties asking if they could join them to get

inside. The loud whispers about who they were, if anybody had seen them on TV or in the

tabloids lately.Words that Jurgis was completely oblivious to beside him, the man’s focus going

to the front entrance.“There’s Benas,” he said, spotting their friend just an instant before Tomas.

“And Vincentas.”Grunting only in response, Tomas fixed his focus on the pair of men standing

just behind the velvet rope stretched across the main entrance. Vinnie on the right, with his

widow’s peak shorn tight to his skull and black dress shirt rolled to the elbows and unbuttoned

to mid chest, a gap filled with gold chains and tufts of chest hair.An appearance ripped directly

from the eighties, right down to the clunky gold watch and rings.A look snatched from

television, meant to convey a certain visual, despite what the man actually did for a living. A



niche career directly under Tomas’s order, his presence tonight in service of that very thing.By

his side stood Benny, a man who was also bedecked in an outfit representative of his

professional life. A high-end real estate broker, he looked to be straight from the office in a

charcoal three-piece suit and patterned tie, every hair gelled into place, the lenses of his

glasses free from smudges.A welcoming committee that both stood smiling as the bouncers to

either side unlatched the velvet rope from the gold stanchions it was attached to. Young guys

with inflated muscles and tiny polo shirts who both nodded as Tomas and Jurgis passed by.An

entry causing the chorus of questions and comments behind them to escalate.Words that

Tomas allowed to fade to the background as he extended his hands, a smile rising to his

features to match those of his friends.“Boys,” he said, swinging his hands forward to clasp them

both on the shoulder. “Let’s go have some fun.”Chapter NineThe sound resembled a truck

backfiring at close range. Explosive thuds mashing against the front door and reverberating

through the apartment.Sounds that had no business arriving at such an early hour, snatching

Lake Pawlak from her slumber. Snapping her upright in her bed, she sat with pops of light

flashing across her vision, her pulse thrumming through her temples.A pose she maintained for

several seconds, fighting to place first herself, and then the source of the violent auditory

intrusion.The last thing Lake could recall with any sort of clarity was sitting and watching the

Bob Ross channel on Plex. Her own improvised form of ocean sounds or white noise, helping

her to unwind at the end of each day.Soothing words and cadences ebbing away any harsh

edges or stresses, paired with calming nature visuals.A habit she had picked up a couple of

years before, and would vehemently deny if ever pressed about.With nowhere she needed to

be before late morning, she had bypassed setting an alarm clock. A rare moment of letting

herself sleep in, her chosen profession staggering her schedule to the point that she banked

rest whenever she could.Precious hours that would fuel her through early morning trips to the

mountains or overnighters out in the desert.Necessary slumber cut short by the propulsive

banging on her door, the thumping of her heart in her chest making any hope of returning to

sleep impossible. A fact that brought a sour expression to her face as she peeled back the

covers and stepped down onto the thick rug under her bed.Her face twisted up in derision, she

muttered, “Yeah, yeah,” as she padded toward the main entrance to her apartment, already

stringing together the tongue lashing she was about to give whatever maintenance man or

building official was waking her. A tirade rife with threats and obscenities resting on the tip of

her tongue as she reached the door and twisted the lock, not bothering to check the peephole

to see who was on the other side.An assurance in who she would find there proven entirely

wrong by the actual sight before her.“Hannah,” Lake said, the word sliding out without

conscious input. A term that was both a greeting and a signal of her surprise, the young girl

picking up on neither as she strode straight past Lake and into the apartment.Already dressed

in gym shorts and sneakers, she turned back as Lake closed the door and said, “I’m sorry. I

hope I didn’t wake you, but I didn’t know who else to go to.”For a moment, Lake considered

cutting her gaze toward the table along the far wall and the clock mounted above it. A glance to

see just how early it was that she stopped short, not wanting Hannah to see her checking the

time.Something she made do with by simply gazing to the windows lining the back and side of

the room, the world outside still decidedly dark.“No,” Lake said, the adrenaline of her

unexpected waking starting to recede, her pulse slowing in kind. “I was up, just going through

emails and stuff before I got going. What’s up?”Opening her mouth to begin responding,

Hannah stopped short. An explanation that was bypassed by her simply thrusting her phone

out toward Lake, the screen alive and active, a text conversation splashed across it.A crease

appearing between her brows, the confusion she felt upon Hannah’s arrival growing more



pronounced, Lake leaned forward, taking in what she saw.A string of outgoing messages

framed in green.A vertical arrangement growing increasingly frantic, beginning with a simple

Uh, what? before culminating with Savi, I’m getting worried! Where the hell are you and why

won’t you answer?!A list Lake read through twice, her bewilderment becoming more

pronounced.Extending a hand, she gestured to the phone. “May I?”Handing it over without a

sound, Hannah retreated into pacing. Harried steps across the breadth of the apartment, each

one punctuated by sounds ranging from audible exhalations to veiled swearing.Background

noise Lake barely noticed as she put her focus on the phone, scrolling back through a handful

more messages before getting to the last one sent from Savi herself. Two quick lines typed out

what Lake calculated to be three hours earlier, based on the timestamp and the clock in the

corner of the device.A time that meant the message was sent just after three a.m., well past

when Savi had said she would be home.A fact that was troubling enough, even before taking

into account the content of the message.Hey, sis! Just wanted to let you know, I won’t be home

for a couple days. Tell the folks not to worry, I’m safe and happy. Met a guy, and we’re taking a

little trip together!Twice in order, Lake read through the message. Successive trips that

heightened the uncertainty she felt, bringing with it scads of questions. Inquiries ranging from

the conversation the three of them had on the balcony the night before to the content of the

message itself.A host of things that didn’t make the least bit of sense, especially under the thin

veil of slumber still resting upon her.A state that must have been readily apparent on her

features as she looked up, not a single word crossing her lips before Hannah launched forth

with, “Something’s wrong. She’s hurt or she’s sick or she’s in danger. Something’s going on and

she’s trying to warn me.”Her mouth opening to respond, Lake again felt her focus drift down to

the screen. The single message received from Savi, not a single part of it coinciding with the

girl she knew.Not the tone taken or the reasoning given.Damned sure not the flippant mention

of their parents, people Lake had heard both girls speak of sparingly in all the time she’d

known them.“Please, you have to help me.”Part TwoChapter TenSomehow, Elyse Denman

seemed to have grown an additional three inches in the short time since I last saw her. A gap

that was much smaller than our previous time apart, less than a year passing since I last gave

my niece a hug.Even at that, it was a height differential that was impossible to ignore. One that

became all the more apparent as I latched my arms around her, pulling her in tight.The top of

her head falling just beneath the beard lining my chin, the hairs from both became interwoven

as we stood in the terminal of the Bozeman International Airport.Natural Velcro holding us

together, making the point that we not let another passage of time even as long as the last

occur again. The universe telling us too many years had already slipped by in the gap between

the loss of my wife and my reuniting with her sister’s family.“Did you have any fun at all?” I

asked. A question that elicited an immediate chuckle, her body shifting slightly against mine

before pulling back.“I’m pretty sure that’s the eighty-seventh time you’ve asked that,” Elyse

replied.“Judges have it at sixty-three, and not a single time more,” I corrected, holding my

features neutral for as long as I could before eventually succumbing to laughter

myself.Something that seemed to have happened with surprising regularity over the last

several days as we tromped together through the pristine wilderness of Yellowstone Park. A trip

I had been offering for months, imploring them to come and take advantage of the fact that

they have a licensed guide in the family.My way of paying the bills seven months out of the year

before retreating to my cabin in eastern Montana for the remaining time.An existence that

began as a form of personal isolation in the wake of my wife and daughter’s passing that, in

recent years, had finally given way to being a choice. A deliberate acknowledgment of what

worked best for me, interspersed with a more concerted effort to get out into society more



often.“Sixty-five by my count,” her brother Eric inserted. A young man who also seemed to have

shot up by an indeterminate amount in the time since our last encounter.One who had shed

the plastic facemask he was wearing when I last saw him, only a small crick in his nose

remaining of the attack that had put it there.An incident that had landed him in the hospital and

his sister as a momentary prisoner.A violation so severe it had caused my sister-in-law to

reach out for the first time since we laid my beloved to rest.One of those proverbial two-edged

swords, leaving me hating like hell what my niece and nephew had been through, but thankful

for the reconnection it had provided, the bullet wound I sustained and the lives I took in the

process but a small penance for moments like this.“Which is almost as many as the number of

movies you need to get caught up on this winter.”Letting my grin grow ever broader, I patted the

front pocket of my jeans and the slip of paper stowed there. One that had started as a sort of

running joke, soon turning into a bit of homework for me between now and our next visit.A

roster of films recommended by the aspiring movie critic, intending to make the jump from

columnist in his high school paper to college film major in just a couple short years.“I’ve got my

list,” I said, extending my opposite hand before me.A closed fist he met with his, replying,

“Don’t think you can get by with just watching the trailers, either. We’re going to be discussing

them. In detail.”“Looking forward to it,” I replied. An answer that was at best a mixed bag of truth

and patronization, the vast majority of the films he recommended ones I had never heard of.A

number that seemed extraordinarily high, even for a professed hermit such as myself.“Better

you than me,” Elyse said with a smile. A statement of finality as she lifted her backpack from

the ground with one hand, the other sliding around her brother’s shoulder.A gesture he

returned in kind, the two of them raising a hand in farewell before turning toward the security

gate behind them.“For what it’s worth, I didn’t hear any more than forty or so,” their mother

Amber said. Coming in from the side, she had peeled off after checking her baggage, a quick

jaunt to use the restroom and swing through the gift shop.A side detour giving me a few

minutes to say goodbye to her kids that I wasn’t aware she was back from, let alone that she

had overheard the conversation we were having.“Not one of which has actually been answered

yet,” I replied. A statement that brought a smile to her face as she extended her arms before

her, coming in for one last hug.
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rlptwo, “What Hell Some Will Endure For Others. It seems that when you do a solid for

someone it doesn't take long before you are asked for more help. As this is true in the everyday

sense it is no less true when you've come to the aid of those in serious troubles. Hawk Tate is a
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man of many talents, abilities and experiences. These things place him in high demand. In this

instance the players involve a foreign Ambassador, his son and his henchmen along with co-

conspirators who decide they are above the law. A request from Lake Paula, a photographer

whom Hawk kept alive during a cartel manhunt that sought her demise. A request that Hawk

would deign to ignore. A request that sought to remedy the decided inaction given by law

enforcement. Watching (reading) as this unfolded dug up emotions and thoughts as if I was

one of the characters. I was buffeted by anger, frustration, disappointment, impatience and,

more anger. Not because of the story but because of the powerful writing. I mean, I was there! I

was in the cars, the buildings, the offices and was feeling it. Because NO ONE should know

those fears and experiences and the young ladies here DID! Skillcraft in writing and story-

telling that matches or exceeds the best!”

Ebook Tops Reader Gail Mattox Philllips, “Plenty of action. Hawk brings his skill set to help his

friend help her friends. What a complicated situation for him to figure out, but figure it out he

does with a little help from former colleagues. Justice prevails for the most part although he

might be persuaded to help Tess locate her sister in a subsequent book. The man has a good

heart with the ability and willingness to give a helping hand when there is a desperate need.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Favorite Series of Mine!. Hawk Tate is one of my favorite characters

and one of Dustin Stevens best series. His adventures are suspenseful while being just a bit

unbelievable.In this book, Hawk is contacted by a friend from a past adventure to help find a

missing girl in Loa Angeles.Hawk ends up finding an International woman trafficking ring.As

with Dustin's other books, Hawk is a character you would like to meet, if for no other reason

than to shake his hand.This book is well worth the read.”

Carolyn Hughes, “Captivating. All the holiday stuff done, started snowing so great time for

uninterrupted reading time...Thank you Dustin for yet again a wonderful book. It was a fast

moving story, love Hawk....but did you really have to make me cry? Sign of a good author to

get you so immersed in the story and the characters that they are much more than words on a

page”

Rob, “action action action. As an action thriller addict I loved the entire hawk series. Mr Stevens

may consider adding some humor here or there but overall they are great action thrillers and I

will have to check out his other books.”

Mo, “Good Adventure!. Good cast of characters in this action adventure with Hawk helping to

find missing woman. He uncovers a criminal network which he brings down! Looking forward to

more adventures from Dustin Stevens!”

Mrmat, “Great characters. Hawk is a wonderful hero. He holds his own, but doesn’t go out of

his way to use violence to right a wrong. I like his back to nature view without being overly

green and patronizing”

Mary-Kay E. Fullerton, “This should put the fear of God into all Influencers. This book is

nauseating as a perfect example of how Influencers are putting themselves at risk....you just

don't know who is out there watching you and obsessing over you and making plans that

involve you. I know this is a fictional message but it presents a side of being an Influencers

that I hope and pray is a worse case scenario. Well written by Dustin Stevens....another



brilliant Hawk Tate book that makes me wish we could all have a Hawk Tate to turn to.”

MPC, “Good to Catch Up. It had been a while since reading the book preceding this one. I had

read all the others in the series so I did not hesitate to snatch it up.  Highly recommended.”

The book by Dustin Stevens has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 585 people have provided feedback.
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